Langevin equations for fluctuating surfaces.
Exact Langevin equations are derived for the height fluctuations of surfaces driven by the deposition of material from a molecular beam. We consider two types of model: deposition models, where growth proceeds by the deposition and instantaneous local relaxation of particles, with no subsequent movement, and models with concurrent random deposition and surface diffusion. Starting from a Chapman-Kolmogorov equation the deposition, relaxation, and hopping rules of these models are first expressed as transition rates within a master equation for the joint height probability density function. The Kramers-Moyal-van Kampen expansion of the master equation in terms of an appropriate "largeness" parameter yields, according to a limit theorem due to Kurtz [Stoch. Proc. Appl. 6, 223 (1978)], a Fokker-Planck equation that embodies the statistical properties of the original lattice model. The statistical equivalence of this Fokker-Planck equation, solved in terms of the associated Langevin equation, and solutions of the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, as determined by kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC) simulations of the lattice transition rules, is demonstrated by comparing the surface roughness and the lateral height correlations obtained from the two formulations for the Edwards-Wilkinson [Proc. R. Soc. London Ser. A 381, 17 (1982)] and Wolf-Villain [Europhys. Lett. 13, 389 (1990)] deposition models, and for a model with random deposition and surface diffusion. In each case, as the largeness parameter is increased, the Langevin equation converges to the surface roughness and lateral height correlations produced by KMC simulations for all times, including the crossover between different scaling regimes. We conclude by examining some of the wider implications of these results, including applications to heteroepitaxial systems and the passage to the continuum limit.